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Abstract—The exponential growth of the Internet of Things
(IoT) has paved the way for safety-critical cyber-physical sys-
tems to enter our everyday activities. While such systems have
changed the way of our life, they brought new challenges that
can adversely affect our life and the environment. Safety and
security are two such challenges that can hamper the widespread
adoption of new IoT applications. Due to a large number of
connected devices and their ability to control critical physical
assets, intended attacks on them and/or unintended failure events
such as mechanical failure of devices, communication failure and
unforeseen bad interactions between connected devices may cause
an IoT-based system to enter into unsafe and dangerous physical
states. By considering the importance of safety and security of
IoT systems, in this article, we present a security-enabled safety
monitoring framework for IoT-based systems. In the proposed
framework, we utilise design-time system analysis to create
an executable monitoring model that enables run-time safety
assurance provision for a system via collecting and analysing
operational data and evidence to determine the safety status of
the system and then taking appropriate actions and securely
communicating the safety status and recommended actions to
the system users to minimise the risk of the system entering into
an unsafe state.

Index Terms—IoT, Safety Assurance, Security, Safety Moni-
toring, Smart Homes

I. INTRODUCTION

People’s lives have been changed dramatically due to tech-
nological advancement in smart and diverse types of consumer
electronics. These devices, known as the Internet of Things
(IoT), are connected by advanced communication technolo-
gies to the Internet to exchange information. Nowadays, IoT
devices are widely deployed for various applications such
as smart home, smart city, body networks, smart grid, and
vehicular ad-hoc networks [1]. A smart home can be referred
to as an internet-connected residence equipped with modern
technologies and remotely controllable smart devices that
allows monitoring of its residents and environment to provide
residents with convenience, enhanced safety, and cost savings.
In a smart home environment, smart devices can autonomously
make their own decisions and take actions with minimal
human intervention, for instance, can turn on sprinklers in
the presence of fire, control the heating system of the home,
locks of the doors, surveillance systems, and functionality of
the connected devices. While such IoT systems bring several
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opportunities, they also raise concerns about the safety and
security of IoT-enabled digital lives [2]–[5].

Due to a large number of connected devices and their ability
to control critical physical assets, IoT systems can reach unsafe
and dangerous physical states because of intended attacks on
them and/or unintended random failure events such as failure
of physical devices, failure or error in communication and
unforeseen bad interactions between connected devices [6],
[7]. Potential safety issues in IoT have been discussed in [8].
It was also noted that serious safety hazards could be caused
by security attacks and physical failure of devices, which could
cause injury to humans and damage to the environment and
property.

In a smart home, multiple systems provided by different
vendors are often installed in the same environment and
are expected to work seamlessly without creating any issue.
However, integrating systems from different providers is chal-
lenging because each individual system has its own policies to
control the physical devices without much knowledge of the
surrounding environment and other systems. Moreover, each
system may operate under different assumptions. This may
lead to conflicting situations when multiple systems work in
the same environment. Such conflict could have catastrophic
consequences. Apart from this, physical devices and/or the
communication between the central hub and the user can fail,
which can force the overall system to enter a hazardous state.
Whether the failure of an IoT system is caused by intended cy-
ber attacks or random failure of devices or communication, the
failure has the potential to cause great harm, both to people and
to the environment. For this reason, the development of these
systems requires a rigorous assessment of system behaviour
to ensure that they possess a high level of dependability.

A. IoT Safety and Security
Currently, the IoT industry has reached its “gold rush”

state, where every manufacturer is competing to release their
next innovative connected devices before their competitors do
without thinking much about the non-functional properties of
the system. Under such situations, the functionality of the
connected devices becomes the major focus and the issues
like safety and security take a back seat. However, safety
and security are two imperative requirements to guarantee
the availability and functionality of IoT-based applications.
Guaranteeing both safety and security for IoT is challenging
since miscellaneous IoT devices, communication interfaces,
and applications lead to many different safety or security
requirements and also increase the cost of deploying corre-
sponding security protections. On the other hand, both safety
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and security in the IoT system have not been fully standardised
due to the wide range of applications.

Security requirements in an IoT application should be con-
sidered through the following three aspects: hardware, com-
munication, and system model. Here, hardware security means
the physical security of IoT devices, while communication
security of IoT applications means confidentiality and integrity
of communications between IoT entities (e.g., end devices, net-
work infrastructures, service providers, information processing
systems) and application data in storage. The security of each
IoT application may vary according to the system model.

In addition to security, safety issues in IoT systems are
equally important to be addressed as such systems are increas-
ingly being used to physically control critical devices both
in homes and in industries. The safety issue caused by fire
incidence in Samsung Galaxy Note smartphones shows us the
importance of safety assurance in IoT devices and challenges
making such devices safe even in the absence of security
attacks. Assuring the safety of such devices in the presence
of attackers will be more difficult. Therefore, to guarantee the
safe operation of IoT systems, it is important to understand
how such systems are designed, the behaviour of the systems
and the potential causes of their failure. Through a rigorous
safety assessment of systems, it is possible to identify the
combination of events that can cause the systems to reach
unsafe operational states, thereby, it is possible to define
preventive measures to ensure safe operation of systems.

To improve system safety and reliability, fault tolerance
mechanisms are widely used to avoid hazardous situations
during system operation. Safety monitors are widely used to
observe the system and its operating environment to detect
anomalies that may cause the system to enter an unsafe state.
On detecting a fault, the safety monitor raises an alarm and
triggers interventions to keep the system in a safe state [9].
Such interventions may include automatic action taken by the
monitor and/or a manual action taken by human operators.
For instance, in [10], monitoring knowledge is used to provide
safety assurance for a robotic manufacturing system, whereas,
safety assurance for a vehicle platooning system is provided
in [11]. System monitoring has also been utilised to provide
dynamic safety assurance in approaches like [12], [13].

B. Motivation and contributions of the current article

IoT-based monitoring has been successfully applied in
many different domains such as smart health, smart cities,
smart transportations, smart environments, smart manufactur-
ing, smart agriculture, and so on [14]. In these applications,
IoT-based solutions are used for device, infrastructure and en-
vironmental monitoring. The opportunities for using IoT-based
monitoring in safety assurance provision for cyber-physical
systems have been discussed in [15]. While it is evident that
IoT-based monitoring systems have brought significant benefit
in many domains, the fact that these monitoring systems
themselves can fail to cause hazardous consequences is rarely
considered.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no work on mon-
itoring the safety status of IoT-based systems to provide

continuous safety assurance. This motivates us to introduce
a novel safety assurance framework that can provide safety
assurance for IoT systems. The main contributions of this
article are:

• A novel safety assurance framework that combines
design-time safety analysis models and runtime evidence
collected during system operation to provide continuous
assurance for IoT-enabled systems.

• In addition to addressing safety concerns caused by
system failures, we have identified and addressed safety
concerns that are caused by conflicting interactions be-
tween multiple systems.

• Definition of recommended actions to avoid hazardous
situations during system operation and communication of
the system status with the users.

• Definition of security measures to ensure secure commu-
nication between the safety monitor and the users.

The rest of the article is organised as follows: Section II
discusses the related prior works. The proposed framework
is described in Section III. We then provide an illustrative
example for the approach including a comparison with related
approaches in Section IV, before summarising the key conclu-
sions.

II. RELATED WORKS

The concept of smart homes has been around us for decades
and their adoption by consumers has been increasing signif-
icantly. Different innovative ideas have been integrated into
smart homes to improve the convenience and safety of the
residents. Such ideas include, but are not limited to smart
thermostat [16], smart locks [17], fire detection and prevention
systems [18], [19], smart energy management system [20] and
so on. Smart homes can be equipped with hundreds of hetero-
geneous devices and sensors for monitoring different physical
parameters and the data generated by these sensors/devices
can be processed to make intelligent decisions. In a recent
work [21], state-of-the-art machine learning and data mining
approaches used for learning from data generated in smart
homes have been explored.

In the literature, it can be seen that the researchers are pri-
marily concerned about the security, privacy and authentication
issues in smart homes. Different research has been performed
to address different cyber-security issues in smart homes. A
survey on smart home security-related research can be found
in [22]. Similar to security, safety is a critical non-functional
property of a system. In many areas, such as the automotive
and aerospace industries, significant efforts have been made
to provide safety assurance. However, as mentioned in [23],
despite the rapid growth of the IoT industry, the safety and
reliability-related research for IoT is still in its early stage.
Consequently, research on safety assurance in smart homes is
a less explored area. There exists some related works such
as fault diagnosis for smart homes [24]–[26]. In [27], fuzzy
logic has been used in an agent-based approach for anomaly
detection in sensor networks of smart homes. Doan et al.
[28] described the cloud-based smart home platforms and then
discussed the reliability, security and safety implications of the
unavailability of the cloud services on smart home users.
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Chen and Helal [29] proposed a device-centric, domain
independent approach for addressing safety issues in IoT sys-
tems. In their approach, they proposed a domain independent
ontology to define vocabulary relevant to safety and then
used a device description language to define safety constraints
for sensors and actuators. In [30], a tool has been presented
based on fault tree analysis (FTA) [31] for dependability
analysis of IoT in early planning and design phases. Among
different attributes of dependability, their approach considers
reliability and availability only. Concepts like safety and real-
time monitoring for assuring safety were not considered. In a
method called SOTERIA [32], the state-space model of an IoT
app is extracted from the source code and then model checking
is applied on the state-space model to find whether the app
conforms to predefined safety and security properties. Similar
to this approach, another model-checking-based approach was
proposed in [7]. In [33], FTA has been used for risk assessment
of a lighting system within a smart home environment. The
primary focus of this study was the security attacks that can be
performed on the studied system. Using traditional approaches,
safety analysis of IoT-enabled systems is performed during de-
velopment time based on static architectures of the systems. As
new devices can be easily added or removed to/from IoT-based
systems during operation, the architecture of such systems can
change dynamically during system operation. Therefore, safety
assurance for such systems needs to be provided continuously
during runtime considering their evolving nature and dynamic
operating environment.

III. SAFETY ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK FOR
IOT-ENABLED SMART HOMES

Fig. 1 shows the proposed framework for safety assurance
of IoT-enabled smart systems. The framework contains ten
different steps. The first seven steps D1 to D7 are performed at
system design and development time and the remaining three
steps R1 to R3 are continuously carried out during system
operation. In two stages, the steps are carried out as follows.

A. System Design and Analysis

Step D1: As multiple systems can operate simultaneously in
a single smart environment, this step identifies the individual
systems. These systems may work independently or they may
work in collaboration to achieve some common goals.

Step D2: As the primary goal of the proposed framework is
to provide safety assurance, this step defines the safety goal(s)
for each of the systems residing in the smart environment.

Step D3: Once the safety goals are defined, in this step,
the architecture of all systems and their nominal and failure
behaviour are studied to specify the potential states that the
system can be in during the operation with regards to safety.
For architecture modelling and analysis, meta-models such
as the one mentioned in [34] can be considered. For failure
behaviour analysis, safety analysis artefacts like FTA can be
used.

Step D4: In this step, concerning the predefined safety
goals, safety statuses of the systems in each of the previously
identified states are determined. In terms of safety, the system

S0

S1 S2

S3 S4

S5

S6

S7

Identify individual systems in the smart 
environment

Define safety gaol(s) for the systems

Analyse the systems for safety and specify 
their operational states in regards to safety 

Identify contradictions between the systems 
if there exist any

Define actions at each state for the safety 
assurance of each system

Adapt the actions defined for the states to 
address the conflicting situation 

D1

Develop executable model for safety 
monitoring

Monitor the systems and gather operational 
data and evidences

Determine the current safety status of the 
systems based on the continuous execution 
of the executable model

Take appropriate action(s) for the current 
situation to assure safe operation

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

R1

System Design and Analysis

System Operation

R2

R3

Use Learn and Adapt

Fig. 1: Steps of the proposed framework

states can have varying levels of criticality, i.e., one state of a
system can be more critical than another state. The criticality
of a state can be determined based on the safety concerns in
that state, i.e., what is the likelihood of reaching a hazardous
situation from a particular state. Depending on the criticality
of the states in terms of safety, actions are defined for each
state such that safety can be assured in any system state. In
other words, actions are defined to reduce or to eliminate
unacceptable, i.e., unsafe risk of operation at any point in time.
The nature of the execution of these actions largely depends
on the specific application. For example, some actions may be
provided as recommendations to human operators, others may
be input for automated controls.

Step D5: Based on the outcomes of steps D1, D2, and D3,
this step will identify the contradictions between the systems
(identified in D1) by considering the smart environment as a
system of systems. Note that multiple independent systems
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may work simultaneously in a single environment without
conflicting with each other. In such cases, this step will not
find any conflict.

Step D6: This step depends on the outcome of step D5. If
conflicts were identified in D5, this step will revisit the actions
defined in step D4 to adapt them to address the conflicts while
assuring the safety of the whole system.

Step D7: This step is to develop an executable model for
safety monitoring such that it can be continuously executed
during system operation to identify the system state given the
inputs from the components. Therefore, the precondition of
developing such an executable model is to identify necessary
inputs/conditions that must be verified during system operation
to determine the system state. Once such inputs/conditions are
known, a logical model can be developed to process them to
reach a decision.

Bayesian Network (BN) has been widely utilised for safety
monitoring in different areas such as in [10], [11]. In the
proposed framework, as an executable model, we utilise the
modelling capacity of BN to form the logical structure of
the safety monitor (see Fig. 2). Note that other state-space
based models such as state machines, Markov chain, and
Petri nets can also be used for the same purpose. Using BN,
the conditional safety state probabilities of the IoT system
are formed in terms of cause-effect relationships among the
status of the components of the system, i.e., the monitored
data. In the BN-based safety monitor, the root nodes (nodes
without any parents) represent the operating status (working
or failed) of the IoT devices or the output from these devices.
For instance, a node may represent that a smoke detection
sensor, SD_Sensor, is working and another node may represent
whether smoke is detected by the SD_Sensor. The status of
these nodes affects the status of their child nodes. In this way,
the effects are propagated towards the top node (node without
any child) to signify the effects of the operating state of the
components on the operating state of the whole system.

B. System Operation
In an IoT-enabled environment, smart sensors report their

observations about the environment (e.g. temperature reading)
and their health status to a central hub. The hub processes
the information to determine the actuation actions, e.g., turn
on/off the central heating system of a smart home based on
the temperature of the home. In this article, we consider
that the executable safety monitoring model developed in
step D7 will reside in the hub. Note that the safety monitor
will only be responsible for safety assurance, whereas the
hub will be responsible for all other functional and non-
functional requirements of the system. Following are steps that
are repetitively performed during system operation to provide
continuous safety assurance.

Step R1: During operation, the safety monitoring system
will monitor the health and the output of IoT devices. As seen
in Fig. 2, during system operation, inputs are provided by the
IoT devices to the safety monitor (represented by the green
arrow). These inputs are considered as runtime evidence and
are used in the next step to determine the safety status of the
systems.

IoT Devices

System State Action Criticality
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n 
Ta
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e

…

System Status

…
… …

More layers of the network

Devices’ health information 
+ their output

Control commands for 
devices

System health information + 
recommended action(s) for user

Communication Agent

Sa
fe

ty
 

M
on

ito
r

Fig. 2: Online monitoring and assurance provision process

Step R2: In this step, the executable model will be executed
at a regular interval utilising the evidence collected in step R1
to update the knowledge about the current operational state of
the system.

Step R3: Based on the safety status of the system, the
monitor will trigger interventions to ensure the safety of the
system. When the current operational state of the system is
known to the monitor, it will select appropriate action(s) for
the current state from the predefined set of actions. As seen in
Fig. 2, these actions can either be some controlled command to
the IoT devices or some recommendations to the user external
to the system.

C. Security Consideration in the proposed safety monitoring
framework

Usually, we need support from a communication agent for
any external communication. Different security issues can be
raised during external communications. In this context, an
attacker may try to gain access to the system by using a false
identity (spoofing) or may try to alter the messages commu-
nicated between a legitimate user and the IoT system. For
instance, a successful alteration of any critical message related
to the safety status of the IoT system and/or recommended
urgent actions communicated by the safety monitor to the
user may lead to unexpected hazardous situations. Therefore,
it is important that security measures are put in place to avoid
any safety issues caused by security breaches. At the same
time, to ensure security against some internal threats, physical
security of the IoT devices is also required to be considered.
In this section, we describe some of the imperative security
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measures (such as resilience against impersonation or message
tampering attacks etc.) to prevent various security attacks in
the proposed safety monitoring framework.

To ensure security against any spoofing attack in the
proposed framework, a secure authentication mechanism is
required. In general, there are two roles in the authentication
protocol, namely the sender (prover, denoted as P ) and the
receiver (verifier, denoted as V ). P authenticates a message
m to V . The fundamental security requirements of the authen-
tication protocol are the Completeness and Unforgeability.

• Completeness: V accepts the authentication for the mes-
sage m with overwhelming if both P and V follow the
authentication protocol honestly.

• Unforgeability: This property states that an attacker A can
not pretent to be the sender P to complete authentication.
Consider the propabilistic polynomial time attacker A
trying to forge a message . It adaptively chooses a
sequence of arbitary messages m1,m2,... and asks some
good participant Pi to validate mi. We say that A
succeeds if V accepts A’s authentication message m /∈mi

as Pi and A does not have Pi’s secret. The authentication
(unforgeability) requirements is that the probability of
success of A is negligible.

On the other hand, to ensure security against any mes-
sage tampering attacks, a secure message authentication code
(MAC) or key-hashed can be applied. In this regard, both the
MAC and key-hash are expected to generate an unforgeable
tag based on a given data/message. The receiving end needs
to verify the tag to find any alteration of the original message.
Finally, to ensure security again any physical tampering of the
IoT devices, we suggest using the PUF (physically unclonable
function)-enabled devices [35], where PUF can be considered
as a digital fingerprint and defined as a unique identity for
a device. In this regard, any changes in device settings will
significantly affect the PUF-circuit of the device and after that,
the device will not be able to generate the intended output. In
this way, any legitimate user of the device will be able to
identify the issue. However, PUFs are vulnerable to machine
learning based modeling attacks that can mathematically clone
the PUFs in order to impersonate them. In order to resolve
such issues, the concept of reconfigurable one-time PUF [35]
[36] can be adapted.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

A. System model and description

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed safety mon-
itoring framework, we use the example of an IoT-enabled
smart home environment shown in Fig. 3. In this system, we
considered two distinct cases. In the first case, we consider
that the smart home environment contains a Fire Detection
System (FDS). The FDS has separate battery-powered smoke
and temperature sensing units. These sensing units report their
observations to the smart hub. The behaviour of the FDS is
defined as such that if smoke is detected by the smoke sensor,
then the smart hub will raise an alarm and notify the user about
this. In conjunction with the smoke, if the temperature of the
room is detected to be higher than a predefined threshold, then

the smart hub considers there is a fire, thus turning on the
sprinkler system to stop the fire. At the same time, an alarm
is raised and the user is notified. Note that in normal operating
conditions, the water shut off valve is always open to maintain
the water supply to different parts of the home. However, the
sprinkler system is off by default but can be turned on when
necessary. In this case, the inclusion of the water sprinkler
system in the smart home environment is a safety measure
(i.e. protection method) to prevent the fire from spreading. In
the second case, we consider that there exists a leak detector
system (LDS) together with the FDS in the smart home. The
task of LDS is to detect leaks in the home and report them
to the smart hub. Upon detection of a leak, in addition to
notifying the user, the smart hub turns off the water shut off
valve to stop water dripping by stopping the water supply to
the whole house.

Water sprinkler

Smart Hub

Service 
provider

User

Leak detector

Case 1

Case 2

Temperature

Battery

Smoke 
Detector

Fire Detection System

34.6 F

Battery Battery

Water shut off valve

Fig. 3: IoT-based Smart Home Environment

B. Design Time Analysis and Monitor Design

While designing a safety monitor for the above-mentioned
IoT-based smart home environment, we assume that the com-
munications between the sensor devices and the smart hub
within the home are secure, and the water shut off valve and
the sprinkler system are reliable, thus not considered during
the monitor design. According to the process described for
step D2 in section III-A, we defined the following two safety
goals.

1) When there is a fire, it should be detected and the
sprinkler system should be turned on to stop the fire.

2) If a leak is detected, the water shut off valve should be
closed to stop the water leak.

The first safety goal is for the FDS and the second one is for
the LDS. With respect to these safety goals, we have analysed
the architecture and the nominal and the failure behaviour of
these systems separately to identify the states that they can
be in during operation. Tables I and II show the states and
their description for the FDS and LDS, respectively. Safety
goals can be violated for many different reasons, including
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random hardware failure and/or bad interactions between the
applications. For instance, a failure of the FDS will cause a fire
incidence to go undetected, leading to a non-activation of the
sprinkler system, thus violating the first safety goal. Similarly,
the failure of the LDS will violate the second safety goal. Note
that the two potential reasons for safety goals violation are
due to the physical failure of the system components. In such
cases, the safe operation of the system can only be guaranteed
by restoring the functionality of the failed component either
by repairing or replacing them.

TABLE I: States and actions for the fire detection system

State Description Action

S0

Both smoke and
heat detector units
are working.
Nothing detected.

If either the alarms
or the sprinkler
or both were on,
then turn them off.

S1
Both units are
working and smoke
detected.

Turn on the smoke
alarm and notify
the user.

S2
Both units are
working, and smoke
and heat detected.

Turn on the fire
alarm and sprinkler,
and notify the user.
Note: this case may
find that the alarm
is already on,
so keep it on.

S3
Only the smoke
detector is working
and nothing detected.

Inform the user
about the failure of
the heat detector.

S4

Only the smoke detector
is working and smoke
detected. As smoke is
detected, there is a very
high chance that there
is fire, but as the
heat detector has failed,
the fire will go
undetected. Hence,
sprinkler would not be
turned on.

Turn on the smoke
alarm and urgently
informthe user about
the failure of the
heat detector.

S5
Only the heat detector
is working and nothing
detected.

Inform the user
about the failure of
the smoke detector.

S6

Only the heat detector
is working and heat
detected. As the smoke
detector was failed, there
is a high chance that
there was smoke
which gone undetected.

Turn on the fire
alarm and sprinkler,
and notify the user.

S7 Both units failed.
No detection possible.

Urgently inform the
user to restore
devices’ functionality.

To ensure the safe operation of the FDS and LDS, actions
are defined for each state to ensure that safety goals are

TABLE II: States and actions for the leak detection system

State Description Action

LS0 Leak detector is working
and no leak detected.

No action required
by the leak detector
system.

LS1 Leak detector is working
and a leak is detected.

Close the water shut
off valve and inform
the user.

LS2 Leak detector failed. Notify the user about
the failure.

satisfied in each of them. Actions defined in Table I are to
assure safe operation of FDS, whereas actions in Table II
are for safety assurance of LDS. For instance, in Table I,
state S0 represents a scenario where both smoke and heat
(temperature) detection units within the FDS are working,
hence the criticality of this state is very low as there is no
chance of violating the safety goal. Therefore, in this state, no
critical action is recommended. On the other hand, in state S7,
both smoke and heat detectors are not working, meaning that
any fire in this state will not be detected, thus will violate the
safety goal. Therefore, urgent action is recommended to the
user to restore the functionality of the sensors so that the safety
goal can be guaranteed. Similarly, according to the criticality
of the states concerning the safety goals, appropriate actions
are defined for all states. For LDS, state LS2 is the most critical
one because in this state the leak detector sensor is in the failed
state, thus will not be able to detect any leak, which will lead
to the violation of safety goal 2. It can be seen that in the
states where any system component is in a failed state, it is
possible to provide the user with the exact information about
the failed component, therefore, the user can instantly know
which parts of the system require a repair.

As seen in Tables I and II, the violation of safety goals is
due to hardware failures. However, if there exist contradictory
goals among the subsystems, then even the nominal behaviour
of system components can cause the violation of safety goals.
If this is the case, the safety monitor should give priority to
the most critical goals and take action accordingly. According
to step D5 shown in Fig. 1, we have identified a contradiction
between FDS and LDS. According to the states tables, there
will be a contradiction when the FDS is in state S2 and LDS
is in state LS1. In S2, due to the detection of a fire, the FDS
will turn on the sprinkler. At the same time, the LDS will
be in LS1 because it will detect a leak due to the sprinkling
of water and LDS will shut off the water valve causing the
sprinkler to stop working. This will cause a violation of the
safety goal 1. In this case, the safety assurance process has to
make a trade-off between the goals and prioritise the action of
FDS and keep the sprinkler on, while suppressing the action
of LDS. To automatically address this conflicting situation,
we have adapted some actions and created some additional
sub-states as shown in Table III.

An executable model of the monitor is formed as a
BN and shown in Fig. 4. In this model, the sub-models
within the red and purple boundaries are for determin-
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TABLE III: Supplementary sub-states and actions to address
conflicting situations

State Description Action

SS0

Leak detector is
working. Either no
leak is detected or
a leak is detected
because of the
activation of the
sprinkler system by
the fire detection
system.

No action is required
by the leak detector
system. Follow the state
and action suggested for
the fire detection
system.

SS1

Leak detector is
working and a
leak is detected.
This leak is not
due to the activation
of the sprinkler system.

Turn off the main
valve and inform the
user. Additionally,
follow the state and
action suggested for
the fire detection
system.

SS2 Leak detector failed.

In addition to following
the state and action
suggested for the fire
detection system,
inform the user about
the failure of the
leak detector.

ing the states of the FDS and LDS, respectively. For in-
stance, in the sub-model for the FDS system, the top node
(FireDetectionSystemStates) represents the states
of the FDS system. The state of this node is dependent on the
states of nodes SmokeStatus and TemperatureStatus,
i.e., the status of the smoke and heat detection units. The
state of the node SmokeStatus depends on the states
of nodes IsSmokeDetected? and StatusOfSDUnit (a
short form of status of smoke detection unit). The state
of IsSmokeDetected? node can either be YES or NO
depending on whether smoke is detected by the smoke
sensor. On the other hand, the node StatusOfSDUnit
can either be in Working or Failed state depending on
whether the StatusOfSmokeDetector (operating sta-
tus of the smoke sensor within the smoke detection unit)
and StatusOfSDBattery (operating status of the battery
within the smoke detection unit) are in Working or Failed state.

C. Online Monitoring

During system operation, the readings obtained from the
sensors and their health statuses are used as inputs in the
executable model of Fig. 4 to determine the status of the
system and take appropriate actions to ensure safe operation.
In the illustrative scenario shown in Fig. 4, the FDS is in
state S2 and LDS is in state LS1. According to Table I, state
S2 refers to a scenario when both smoke and heat detector
sensors are working, and both smoke and heat are detected
by the respective sensor. According to the predefined action
for state S2, the monitor will raise the fire alarm, notify the

user, and turn on the sprinkler. On the other hand, as seen in
Table II, the state LS1 of LDS refers to a case where the leak
detector is working and detected a leak. Action for this state
recommends shutting off the main water valve. As mentioned
before, it is a contradiction between the FDS and LDS. In
other words, one action recommends turning on the sprinkler
(open water shut off valve is a precondition for the success
of this action), whereas the other action recommends shutting
off the water valve. In this case, if the water valve is closed
eventually then safety goal 1 will be violated, whereas if the
water valve is open then safety goal 2 will be violated. As
mentioned before, this is a case when the nominal behaviour
of subsystems causes safety goal violation and the monitor
should take care of this case by making a trade-off between
the goals by utilising the supplementary states shown in Table
III. In the BN model, the supplementary states are represented
by node SystemSubStates. As mentioned in table III,
these supplementary states will supersede the states for LSD.
Therefore, for the demonstrated scenario in Fig. 4, the FDS
system is in state S2 and the system sub-state is SS0. Because
of this, according to the actions defined in tables I and III, the
sprinkler system will be turned on and the leak detection will
take no action, even if it detects a leak because a fire hazard
is more dangerous than a hazard caused by a water leak.

To test whether the monitor can detect different scenarios
based on its monitoring knowledge and recommend appro-
priate actions, we randomly populated several test cases and
tested the proposed monitor. For the sake of brevity, in Table
IV, we reported the results of ten of those test cases (C1 to
C10). For instance, case 1 (C1) represents a scenario when
both FDS and LDS are working and in terms of detection,
the smoke sensor detects smoke, the temperature reading is
below the threshold value and no leak is detected. The monitor
determines the states of the system as S1 and SS0, and
suggests action(s) based on predefined actions for these states.
According to the description of the states in tables I and III,
the monitor correctly identifies the scenario and makes the
correct decision to assure safe operation. Similar to this case,
as can be seen in Table IV, the monitor was able to detect the
states of the system with respect to the defined safety goals
in all the illustrated cases, thus was able to take appropriate
actions.

D. Comparison with other approaches

As explained in II, although there exist several studies to
address security, privacy and authentication issues in smart
homes, there are very few studies on safety assurance of IoT-
enabled smart homes. Most of these studies are performed at
design/development time, hence, are not applicable to provide
continuous safety assurance based on online monitoring. The
proposed approach alleviates this issue by enabling continuous
safety assurance through real-time monitoring of different
system parameters. Although the existing approaches were
not developed for the same purposes, and they have their
own strengths and weaknesses, Table V shows a high-level
comparison between different existing approaches based on
their features. As seen in the table, the proposed approach
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Monitor for fire 
detection (FD) system 
alone

Monitor for leak detection 
(LD) system alone

Devices’ outputs

Devices’ health

FD system states

LD system states

System sub-states

Fig. 4: BN model of the safety monitor of the IoT-enable smart home environment

TABLE IV: Results of the testing of the safety monitor

Parameters C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10
StatusOfSmokeDetector W W F W W W W W W W
StatusOfSDBattery W F W W W W F W W W
IsSmokeDetected? Y N N Y Y N N N Y Y
StatusOfHeatDetector W W W W F F W W W W
StatusOfHDBattery W W F W W W W W W F
Temperature (°C) 25 25 27 42 29 27 45 25 30 25
TemperatureThreshold (°C) 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35
StatusOfLeakDetector W W W W W W W W W W
StatusOfLDBattery W W W F W W W F W W
IsLeakDetected? N Y N N N N Y N Y Y

States determined S1
SS0

S5
SS1

S7
SS0

S2
SS2

S4
SS0

S3
SS0

S6
SS0

S0
SS2

S1
SS1

S4
SS1

*W: Working, F:Failed, Y:YES, N:No

is the only approach that provides runtime safety assurance.
Compared to some approaches, the proposed approach cur-
rently does not have a dedicated tool support to perform the
analysis. In the future we will consider developing a dedicated
tool to facilitate the analysis.

V. CONCLUSION

Due to design flaws, failure of hardware and/or software,
undesired interactions between installed devices and/or apps,
and communication failure can cause an IoT-enabled smart
environment to reach hazardous states. In this article, we
presented a novel safety assurance framework that can contin-
uously monitor the states of the IoT devices to ascertain the

safety status of the systems and thereby recommends appro-
priate actions to ensure the safe operation of the systems. Our
evaluations show that the proposed approach can successfully
identify the states of the system based on the monitoring
knowledge. The monitor can detect hazardous states that can
be reached either due to the failure of devices or due to
conflicting goals of the devices. Currently, in the proposed
framework, actions to address safety issues are organised in
a tabular format. The action rules may become more compli-
cated as the system becomes larger, which may undermine
the scalability of the proposed approach. We are currently
working on a more efficient representation of actions so that
the scalability of the proposed approach can be improved.
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TABLE V: Comparison of features of existing approaches and
the proposed approach

Approaches
Features

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5
Nguyen et al. [7] ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔ ✔

Celik et al. [32] ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔ ✔

Silva et al. [30] ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗

Chen and Helal [29] ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗

Wongvises et al. [33] ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔ ✗

Proposed Approach ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

F1: Offline Failure Analysis; F2: Runtime monitoring and
assurance; F3: Device centric approach; F4: Security
awareness; F5: Resolution for contradiction between
subsystems
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